
 

CNRS Strategic Planning Committee notes, 

 Feb 10th, 2017 

Meeting location: Wildlife and Fisheries building, room 142, 11-12pm Fridays 

In attendance: Jessie Avitia, Christine Cass, Matt Johnson, Buddhika Madurapperuma, Alison 
O’Dowd, Paola Hidalgo Rodriguez, Heidi Rutschow,Irene Vasquez,Frank Shaughnessy, Steve 
Tillinghast, Susan Wright, Rick Zechman. Colin Winfield and Dean Boone were absent 

 

Presentation by Lisa Castellino and John Filce from the Office of Institutional 
Effectiveness (IE) : 

-The office for IE is located in Siemens Hall 006, extension 5339 

-IE is responsible for the collection, analysis and dissemination of institutional data for: 

enrollment, retention, graduation rates, time-to-degree, cost and productivity 

Contact Michael Le for further information at Michael.le@humboldt.edu 

-“Tableau desktop” is the program or package workbook IE uses. Data is available for everyone 
on the website. Navigation is made as consistent as possible and user friendly. Among interest 
to the CNRS strategic planning committee: 

-See trends and peak interests for departments 

-Shows  FTES by department. 

-Broken down by subject area.  

-Data for fall of 2016 will be uploaded soon 

-Annual and five year program reviews are available 

-Grade distributions 

-Student to Faculty ratio (for CNRS it is currently 22.9/1) 

-There is a concerning gap in URM- minority institution now.  

-Shows where opportunities of collaboration within disciplines. How to prevent students 
from losing ground.  

-Establish goal of CNRS log term to grow disciplines and streamline them.  

 

IE tracks why students leave. Among the most consistent answers are:“fit”, “climate”, not feeling 
they belong, “financial issues”.   Ability to engage and connect with Faculty is what keeps them 
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here.The information is gathered from student surveys that are self reporting.  

 

 

Each strategic planning sub-group gave 5 minutes of feedback/progress: 

 

Budget Group focus:  

-Analyzing faculty workload issues,  

-Expanding view of workload issues. Looking at what staff vs faculty workload is. 
Fad=faculty activity detail. Looking at research vs. teaching time 

- How do we compare with other universities? Do we have smaller OE’s than other colleges? 

-Space issues. 

- Facilities management has an extensive database. Dr. Zechman has developed CNRS 
database.  

- How money is allocated and spent within CNRS.  

-Look at Core and Marine lab.  

-Make spending information digestible and clear.  

 

Student group focus: 

-Graduate and undergraduate clubs-use  

-Survey and open discussions, approval for SWOT analysis 

- Look at social networks?.  

-Look into teaching evaluations? 

 

OIE group focus: 

-Gather information from the websites.  

-How do we find information for comparison from other campuses? 

 

 



 

Teaching effectiveness group focus: 

-How to gather information and understanding/respecting boundaries.  

-Looking at curriculum, unclear of how to approach analyzing effectiveness. 

-ACAC and search literature for methods of effective teaching. 

-Looking into annual reviews and program reviews but don’t have past 2011.  

 

Scholarship group focus: 

-Looking into annual reports, department activities.  

- Library tracks publications and grant awards, use a source of tracking for CNRS 

- Can look through google scholar & researchgate 

- list of all faculty for CNRS.  

-Full access to WEB of science. Is global standard for research review.  

- Contact SPF, funding and grants. Student scholarship database.  

 

 

Each sub- group to meet before our next meeting on Feb 24th.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


